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Abstract. Risk assessments of big and complex IT infrastructures comprise numerous qualitative risk estimations for infrastructure assets. Qualitative risk estimations, however, are subjective and thus prone to errors.
We present an approach to detect anomalies in the result of risk assessments by considering information about inter-dependencies between various building blocks of IT landscapes from enterprise architecture management. We therefore integrate data from enterprise architecture and
risk estimations using Semantic Web technologies and formalize common anomalies such as inconsistent estimations of dependent infrastructure components. To reflect the uncertainty of qualitative analyses we
utilize Markov logic networks (MLN) to validate the resulting model and
determine more probable and consistent estimations.
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Introduction

IT is a critical factor for modern enterprises. Therefore the business risks resulting from the usage of IT have to be managed in an appropriate manner. IT
risk management is a systematic approach concerned with the identification of
threats and vulnerabilities as well as the initiation of countermeasures for security risks. Risk assessment, a critical task within IT risk management, focuses
on identifying threats for components in an IT infrastructure and estimating the
risk level. These assessments are primarily based on qualitative expert opinions
[1]. Despite the size and complexity of IT infrastructures - especially in large enterprises - the risks of new threats have to be assessed continuously and promptly
[2]. Also, appropriate countermeasures have to be taken.
A centralized approach for risk assessment, where this job is carried out
by a single organization unit with limited personnel or even a single person, is
obviously not practical for large enterprises. A collaborative risk assessment approach, where different persons assess the risks for their domains and the results
are later combined, can address the challenge of the size of assessed IT infrastructures. In such an approach multiple persons would independently make risk
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assessments for the parts of the IT infrastructure, which are in their responsibility. All individual risk assessments as well as their results are afterwards
combined into an overall assessment.
Such a collaborative approach, however, leads to new challenges. Domain experts with different backgrounds may have different understandings of threats
and risks. Especially if inter-connected IT infrastructure components are evaluated by different persons, it is possible that assessments lead to differing or
even contradictory results. Also, data from different points of time may result
in inconsistent threats ratings.
Our approach to this challenge is to check the validity of the risk assessments
and their results. We thereby utilize Semantic Web technologies to integrate risk
assessments results with actual information about the IT landscape itself and
Markov Logic networks (MLN) to reflect the probabilistic approach of IT risk
management.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly gives an overview risk
assessment, Semantic Web technologies and Markov logic networks. In Section 3
we present our approach for validating risk assessment results by using Semantic Web technologies and Markov logic networks. We show the validity of our
solution in a case study in Section 4 and analyze related works in Section 5. We
conclude the paper by discussing our work and pointing out the future direction
of our work.

2
2.1

Background
IT Risk Management and Risk Assessment

Following the definition of the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA)[3], IT risk management has five main processes (see
also Figure 1):
– Definition of Scope: within this process the basic conditions and requirements
are defined for the following processes.
– Risk Assessment: this process consists of three activities
• Risk Identification: creating a list of possible threats
• Risk Analysis: analyzing the risk level for threats estimating the likelihood and impact of a threat
• Risk Evaluation: determining if a risk is acceptable or define a treatment
priority.
– Risk Treatment: implementing measures against critical risks
– Risk Communication: ensuring the information exchange about risks between decision-makers and other stakeholders
– Monitor and Review: measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of all risk
management process
A more complete overview can be found in survey of the risk assessment
methods from the ENISA [3]. Within risk identification data sources such as
the ”IT-Grundschutz Katalog” [4] provides thorough knowledge about possible
threats for IT infrastructure components and possible countermeasures.
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Fig. 1. Overall cycle of a Risk Management process after European Union Agency for
Network and Information Security (ENISA) [3]

2.2

Semantic Web and Ontologies

The idea of Semantic Web is that data should be independent of it presentation and related to one another. This would allow for sharing and reusing data
across applications and organization borders. A sound logical basis would make
it possible to process the available data within the Internet [5]. Among others,
ontologies have been defined as a core technology within the Semantic Web. Ontologies are formal specifications of terms within a specific domain and relations
between those terms. They allow for making the semantics of data explicit and
accessible to machines.
While the Semantic Web was initially intended as an extension of the World
Wide Web, the technologies developed for it are also well-suited for integrating
heterogeneous data in organizations. Semantic Web technologies have already
been applied to a wide range of applications, from adding semantic metadata
for sensors [6] and for enterprise architecture management (EAM) [7].
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Fig. 2. The diagram describes the grounding of a Markov network. The grounded
formulas G are generated by substituting each occurrence of every variable in the
MLN Formulas with constants of the domain C. The possible worlds X are generated
by giving all possible groundings of each predicate. Both the possible worlds X and the
grounded formulas G are checked and provided with a value 1 if there are true and 0
otherwise. (Adapted from [8]).

2.3

Markov Logic Networks (MLN)

Markov logic networks (MLN) apply the idea of Markov Logics to first-order
logic. MLN allows to assign weights to the formulas of the first-order logic[9] i.e. specifying hard and soft formulas. Together with a set of constants, the MLN
specifies a probability distribution over possible worlds.
Hard formulas are regular first-order formulas, which have to be fulfilled in
every possible world. Soft formulas have weights that support worlds in which
they are satisfied, but they do not need to, or in case of negative weights even
should not be satisfied. The probability of a possible world, one that satisfies
all hard formulas, is proportional to the exponential sum of the weights of the
soft formulas that are satisfied in that world. This corresponds to the common
representation of Markov networks as log-linear model [9].
An MLN is a template for constructing a Markov network. Figure 2 illustrates
the structure of a MLN. For each set of constants, there is a different Markov
network, following the rules given in the MLN. Markov logic makes the assumption that different constants refer to different objects (unique name assumption)
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and the domain consists only of those constant and that no other objects (closed
world assumption). An atom is a formula that consists of a single predicate and
a grounding substitutes each occurrence of every variable in a formula with a
constant. A set of grounded atoms is called a possible world.
An MLN L is a set of pairs hFi , wi i, where Fi is a first-order logic formula
and wi is a real numbered weight [9]. The MLN L, combined with a finite set of
constants C = {c1 , c2 , ...c|C| }, defines a ground Markov network ML,C as follows:
1. ML,C has one binary node for each possible grounding of each predicate in L. The value of the node is 1 if the grounded atom is true
and 0 otherwise.
2. ML,C contains one feature for each possible grounding of each formula Fi in L. The value of this feature 1 if the formula is true, and
0 otherwise. The weight of the feature is the wi associated with Fi
in L.
[9, p. 113]
Generally, a feature can be any real-valued function of the variables of the
network. In this paper we use binary features, essentially making the value of
the function equal to the truth value of the grounded atom.
The description as a log-linear model leads to the following definition for the
probability distribution over possible worlds x for the Markov network ML,C :
X

1
wi ni (x)
(1)
P (X = x) = exp
Z
i
where Z is a normalization constant and ni (x) is the number of true groundings
of Fi in x.
When describing the MLN we use the format hfirst order formula, weighti.
Hard formulas have infinite weights. If the weight is +∞ the formula must always
be true, if the weight is −∞ it must always be false. A soft formula with weight
0 has equal probabilities for being satisfied in a world or not. Most query engines
require the input to be split into two parts: the formulas (also called program)
and the known evidence data.
There are two types of inference with Markov logic: maximum a posteriori
(MAP) inference and marginal inference. MAP inference finds the most probable
world given some evidence. Marginal inference computes the posteriori probability distribution over the values of all variables given some evidence.

3

Validation of IT Risk Assessments

Collaborative risk assessments in large IT infrastructures may be based on differing or even contradictory assessment for similar threats and dependent components. Thus the overall results may become inconsistent. In order to validate
risk assessment we propose to utilize additional information about the IT infrastructure as well as knowledge about threats and their inter-dependencies.
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Furthermore to reflect the probabilistic approach of risk assessments in a more
precise manner we use probabilistic logics for doing the actual validation.
Our approach for the validation of IT risk assessment consists of three steps:
– Formalizing IT infrastructure and risk assessment results: create a
formal model for risk assessment results and additional information of the
IT infrastructure
– Defining validation rules: specify business rules to identify anomalies in
the given model
– Detecting anomalies: utilize Markov Logic networks (MLN) to detect
anomalies in given risk assessment results
3.1

Formalizing IT infrastructure and risk assessment results

IT risk assessment is considered with estimating the likelihood and impact of
threats for IT components. Because neither threats nor IT components are completely isolated from each other, we are convinced that information about their
dependencies provide a valuable source to validate risk assessment results. By
aligning such information with the risk assessment results we can substantiate
the actual assessments with an additional and independent source of knowledge.
Especially if risk assessments are carried out collaboratively, not only the work
load can be distributed but the assessments of all participants can also be validated against each other.
Enterprise architecture management (EAM), an IT management discipline,
provides consolidated information about IT landscapes, the elements therein
and their inter-dependencies starting from a business point of view to the actual
infrastructure layer. This include information about servers, server locations and
network connections within the IT infrastructure.
Catalog of threats, i.e. a list of possible threats for classes of IT components
and dependencies between threats are a second relevant information source. ”‘ITGrundschutz Katalog”’ [4] provides a thoroughly list of possible threats for IT
components. However, it does not include information about dependencies between threats. For example if there is a high likelihood for cable fire there must
also be an increased likelihood for fire in the server room.
To integrate both information sources with the actual risk assessment results
we create a formal model using ontologies. We therefore build on an ontology
for an enterprise architecture[7], which we extend for this approach. We add appropriate details for covering detailed information about the IT infrastructure
and include the ”IT-Grundschutz Katalog” [4]. To provide an initial set of dependencies between threats we have manually added a number of dependencies.
Finally we formalize information elements for risk assessment results. The resulting infrastructure ontology covers information on IT components of the IT
infrastructure, possible known threats for standard IT components as well as
several threat probabilities as results of risk assessments.
The ontology has been created by using the Web Ontology Language (OWL),
which has been standardized by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as an
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ontology language for the Semantic Web. In particular we choose the QL language profile from the OWL 2 standard, which is optimized for ”application that
use very large volumes of instance data, and where query answering is the most
important reasoning task” [10]. OWL 2 QL is based on the Description Logic
DL-LiteR , a decidable fragment of first-order logic, and allows for sound and
complete conjunctive query answering in LOGSPACE with respect to the size of
instance data. Using this technology provides on the one hand a means to capture
and integrate relevant information about IT components and risk assessments.
On the other hand such a formalization allows for additional approaches such
as validating the risk assessment results using Markov Logic Networks (MLN),
which we explain in more detail in the following sections.
3.2

Defining validation rules

Having information about IT components, threats and likelihood of threats
within a single information base raises the question how to identify anomalies especially focusing on the likelihood of threats, i.e. the results of risk assessments.
Our approach is to define logical rules for validation. These rules reflect available
knowledge about possible dependencies, which exist between two IT components
and have to be considered appropriate when estimating the likelihood of threats.
For a very first proof of concept, we have identified following dependencies:
– an IT infrastructure component with a high probability for the threat such
as ”fire” should affect the same threat for all other IT infrastructure components in the same location
– a threat such as ”unauthorized access to IT systems” or ”malware” should
affect other IT infrastructure components in the same network
We can express these dependencies using two universal formulas in the following first-order logic formulas:
hasProbability(infra1, threat1, prob1)∧
hasLocalInfluence(threat1, threat2, prob2)∧
inLocation(infra1, loc) ∧ inLocation(infra2, loc) ⇒

(2a)

hasProbability(infra2, threat2, prob2)
hasProbability(infra1, threat1, prob1)∧
hasNetworkInfluence (threat1, threat2, prob2)∧
inNetwork (infra1, net) ∧ inNetwork (infra2, net) ⇒

(2b)

hasProbability(infra2, threat2, prob2)
The formulas have 5 types of variables and 5 predicates. The different types
of variables are infra1 as the type of all infrastructure components, threat
as the type of all threats, net as the type of all networks, loc as the type of
1

In the following we use type writer fonts like infra for statements in first-order logic
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all locations and prob as the type of all qualitative probability (like improbable, possible, probable ...). The predicate hasProbability(infra1, thread1,
prob1) states that a IT infrastructure component infra1 is endangerd by the
threat threat1 with the probability of occurrence of prob1. The predicates
inLocation(infra1, loc) expressing that a IT infrastructure component infra1
are located at loc and inNetwork (infra1, net) respectively that it is connected with the network net. hasLocalInfluence(thread1, thread2, prob1)
and hasNetworkInfluence (thread1, thread2, prob1) are two predicates for
expressing the local and network influence of a threat. The threat thread1 influences the occurrence of the threat thread2 with the probability of prob1.
The formula 2a states that if a threat endangers an IT infrastructure component and the threat has a local influence, another IT infrastructure component
at the same location is endangered by the second threat with a probability specified in the influence. The second formula, formula 2b is analog to the first, only
that it uses network influence instant of location influence. While these threat
influences should be universal, the model is a simplification of the reality and
it is quite possible that the expert did take some security measure into account
which is not represented in our model. Therefore we will not use this as hard
formulas, but as soft formulas.
3.3

Detecting anomalies

Finally, to utilize the collected information on the IT components, the threats
and the risk assessment results together with the validation rules we have to
translate them into a single MLN program and appropriate evidence.
We use the Formulas 2a and 2b with a weight of 1 and add the following
formula:
hhasInputProbability(infra, thread, prob) ⇒
hasProbability(infra, thread, prob), 5i

(3)

The formula 3 is used to give the result of the risk assertion occurrence
probabilities in the evidence a weight, in this case 5, which states that the domain expert most likely did a correct assessment. This weight can be changed
to express different confidentiality in the original risk assessment. It is also possible to extend our approached by adding extra predicates to express individual
confidentiality. Our full MLN program can be found in appendix A.
The information in the ontologies can easily be translated into the MLN
evidence by using a straightforward rewriting. Examples for MLN evidence can
be found in section 4 in table 1, 2 & 3.
By using the marginal inference of the MLN, we can calculate the probability
of every combination of the hasProbability predicate. We then can determine
the probability of a threat occurrence on a specific IT infrastructure, by searching
the highest hasProbability for this IT infrastructure component and threat.
If the threat occurrence probability differs from the input then is a possible
anomaly and should be further review by the experts.
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Case Study

Intranet

Test Server

Production Server

Server Room

Groupware Server

Office

Fig. 3. The IT infrastructure for our case study. Dotted lines represent a connection
to a network and dashed lines represent that a component stands in a location.

We demonstrate the validity our solution with a small use case. Because the
creation of ontologies and mapping between them are already covered in other
publications, for example [11] and [12], we focus on the MLN aspects. There
are different MLN solvers available, e.g. Alchemy2 , Tuffy3 , and RockIt4 . Within
our work we use the RockIt Solver for our calculations. Our case study has
three IT infrastructure components (Test Server, Production Server and
Groupware Server) in two locations (Server Room and Office) and one network (Intranet) (see Figure 3). We use four occurrence possibility individuals
in the following order: Improbable, Possible, Probable and Very Probable.
2
3
4

http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu
http://hazy.cs.wisc.edu/hazy/tuffy
https://code.google.com/p/rockit
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Table 1. Evidence Part 1: The IT infrastructure as MLN evidence

inLocation("Test Server", "Server Room")
inLocation("Production Server", "Server Room")
inLocation("Groupware Server", "Office")
inNetwork("Test Server", "Intranet")
inNetwork("Production Server", "Intranet")
inNetwork("Groupware Server", "Intranet")

Table 2. Evidence Part 2: The result of the risk assessment, which we want to check
for invalidity
hasInputProbability("Test Server", "Fire", "Possible")
hasInputProbability("Test Server", "Unauthorized Access to IT Systems",
"Very Probable")
hasInputProbability("Production Server", "Fire", "Improbable")
hasInputProbability("Production Server", "Water", "Probable")
hasInputProbability("Production Server", "Unauthorized Access to IT Systems",
"Improbable")
hasInputProbability("Groupware Server", "Fire", "Improbable")
hasInputProbability("Groupware Server", "Unauthorized Access to IT Systems",
"Possible")

There are three threats to our IT infrastructure: Fire, Water and Unauthorized
Access to IT Systems. The evidence for our MLN program has three parts.
The first part is the IT infrastructure and the corresponding evidence is listed
in Table 1. The second part is the risk assessment we want to check, which is
given in Table 2. The last evidence part, see Table 3, defines the influence of the
threat occurrence on other threats. We use the MLN program, see Appendix A
for the complete program, to calculate the marginal inference.
The Table 4 lists a section of the result, only for the infrastructure Test
Server and the threat Fire. Because Possible has the highest probability,
with 0.999730, we take it as recommendation from the MLN. Because there is
a big gab to the next highest probability, we can assume that the program is
very confident in its recommendation. Table 5 lists the result, for each IT infrastructure/threat combination only the occurrence probability with the highest
result is given. In five cases the result of the calculation is different from the
input, which indicates an anomaly. The possibility for the threat Unauthorized
Access to IT Systems changed in all three IT infrastructure components to
Probable, which is logical because all three components are in the same network and hacking attacks often propagate through a network. The Test Server
and Groupware Server got both a new Water threat with an Improbable probability, because both components have a fire threat. If there is the threat of a
fire in a location then it is possible that the extinguishing of a fire results into a
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Table 3. Evidence Part 3: The influence of the threats on each other

hasLocalInfluence("Fire", "Fire", "Possible")
hasLocalInfluence("Fire", "Water", "Improbable")
hasNetworkInfluence("Unauthorized Access to IT Systems",
"Unauthorized Access to IT Systems", "Probable")

Table 4. The Example of the result of our calculation for the infrastructure Test
Server and the threat Fire
Component
Test Server
Test Server
Test Server
Test Server

Threat
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

Occurrence Probability
Possible
Very Probable
Probable
Improbable

Marginal Inference Result
0.999730
0.492144
0.491708
0.490258

water damage. The calculation gives thereby good indicators for invalidity and
provides adequate correction recommendations.

5

Related Work

There are other approaches than MLN to combine logic and probability (see [13]
for an overview). Because Bayesian networks already used for risk analysis [14],
we will limit the discussion of related work to Bayesian logic programs (BLP)
[15]. BLP unifies Bayesian networks with logic programming. While MLNs infers
all probabilities from a given set of weights, BLP computes the probability for
one query from the known probabilities in the resolution to the query statement.
MLN has also the advantage that it uses undirected graphs. This has the effect
that changes of one weight influence the whole graph and the results. Thereby
it is more likely to find new relationships that where not explicitly modeled.
This has on the other hand the disadvantage that it is harder to isolate a single
variable. MLNs have been used for a wide range of problems, for instance in
data integration [16] and determine the availability of IT infrastructure components[17].
While there are already approaches for finding errors in ontologies [18], there
is more work needed to make these methods applicable in practice [19]. They are
also limited by the expressiveness of the ontology language; therefore it is not
possible to use soft formulas as indicators for finding errors. The combination of
Semantic Web and Markov Logic Networks is also nothing new. It has already
been used for link prediction and collective classification, for filling in missing
attributes and relationships; entity resolution, for matching equivalent entities
that have different names; information extraction, for adding structure to raw
or semi-structured text [20].
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Table 5. The results of our calculation, only the most probable threat occurrence
probability is given for each infrastructure threat combination.
Component
Test Server

Test Server
Test Server
Production Server

Production Server
Production Server
Groupware Server

Groupware Server
Groupware Server

6

Threat

Input Probability Highest Marginal Inference
Probability
Unauthorized Very Probable Probable
Access to IT
Systems
Fire
Possible
Possible
Water
Improbable
Unauthorized Improbable
Probable
Access to IT
Systems
Fire
Improbable
Improbable
Water
Probable
Probable
Unauthorized Possible
Probable
Access to IT
Systems
Fire
Improbable
Improbable
Water
Improbable

Discussion

To our knowledge this paper presents a novel solution for finding anomalies in
risk assessments. We utilize Semantic Web technologies to formalize different
relevant data sources. Markov logic networks allows for detecting contradictory
assessments and compute corrections. We have defined rules to validate the probability of threat occurrences and specified additional information sources relevant
to the validation. We have shown the validity of our approach in a small case
study.
Our solution has following advantages. By using Semantic Web technologies,
i.e. an ontology, we describe the IT all relevant information elements and their
dependencies and integrate data from EAM and risk assessments into such information graph. Such an information graph provides a solid foundation for analysis
but also for additional means of support such a the automated validation of risk
assessments.
We compute the marginal inference of the MLN model to get the probability
distribution of all the variables. Comparing them with the actual risk assessment
results leads to possible anomalies in the estimation of likelihood of threats.
Moreover, by using MLN we can not only detect possible anomalies but also
computer the most probable value. While it would be possible to use MAP for
our approach, it would only provide the most probable world and no information
about how probable other alternatives are.
The used rules for threat and location dependencies furthermore can not only
be given as hard formulas but also as soft formulas. Such soft rules reflect the
knowledge of domain experts in a more realistic manner. The MLN model also
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allows for circular dependencies within components of the IT infrastructure and
threats, which are quite common in real world scenarios. The weights used with
the soft formulas can also be determined automatically using existing learning
approaches [9]. It is therefore possible to iterative train the weights of the MLN
by accepting or rejecting the suggested changes of the MLN calculation.
There are some limitations to our solution. The modeling with MLN is not
as straight forward as the simple representation suggests [8]. The relationship
between weights and the probabilities of the marginal inference result can be
counterintuitive. The probability depends on the whole MLN, the program and
the evidence, and even the number of individual can have an effect. The weight
of a soft formula therefore does not directly correspond to a specific universal
probability for this formula. Changing the weights in one formula shifts the
relative weights of the possible worlds where the formula is true. This can affect
the probability of variables which are not directly connected to the formula. This
is the reason why we don’t express the threat occurrence probability directly with
weights but with constants. If we express the threat occurrence probability with
weights, this would result very many weights. These would affect each other and
it would be very hard to find the correct corresponding weights for the threat
occurrence probability.
The scalability of our approach needs to be further investigated. While the
OWL2-QL profile has a very good scalability, we need to test the MLN inference
with bigger data sets. The marginal inference with MLN has the advantage that
it uses a Gibbs sampling approach. The Gibbs sampling gets more accurate with
each sample and it allows us thereby to choose how much time to invest into the
accuracy of the probabilities.
Our approach does not use the order of the threat occurrence probability. It
returns the probability with is supported by the most weights, but it does not
find compromise solutions. If there is weight for a high and a low probability our
approach returns the one with more weight and not a medium probability.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have described an approach to find anomalies in collaborative risk assessments. Our solution aims at improving the confidence in collaborative risk assessments by detecting contradictory assessments of threats for
same or dependent infrastructure components. First, we combine and integrate
relevant information about the IT infrastructure itself, threats and their interdependencies as well as various risk assessments into a single formal model.
We therefore utilize Semantic Web technologies which allows for the integration
of heterogeneous data sources. We finally translate the resulting model into a
Markov Logic network and compute the marginal inference to detect anomalies
in risk assessments and to determine more probable assessments for risks.
While we have focused our work in this paper primarily on the probability of
threat occurrences, future work may also consider threat impact and criticality.
Also, we plan to research the use of additional confidence values that may be
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collected from the assessors during the identification of risks. This would provide
us with an additional source for aligning collaborative risk assessments.
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A

RockIt MLN

For our MLN, we use the syntax of RockIt [21]. RockIt expects first order formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF). An online version of RockIt is available
here: http://executor.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/systems/rockit/
*inNetwork(infra, net)
*inLocation(infra, loc)
*hasInputProbability(infra, thread, prob)
hasProbability(infra, thread, prob)
*hasLocalInfluence(thread, thread, prob)
*hasNetworkInfluence(thread, thread, prob)
5 !hasInputProbability(infra, thread, prob) v
hasProbability(infra, thread, prob)
1 !hasProbability(infra1, thread1, prob1) v
!hasLocalInfluence(thread1, thread2, prob2) v
!inLocation(infra1, loc) v !inLocation(infra2,
hasProbability(infra2, thread2, prob2)
1 !hasProbability(infra1, thread1, prob1) v

loc) v
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!hasNetworkInfluence(thread1, thread2, prob2) v
!inNetwork(infra1, net) v !inNetwork(infra2, net) v
hasProbability(infra2, thread2, prob2)

